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A Note on Piecewise Linear and Multilinear

Table Interpolation in Many Dimensions

By Alan Weiser and Sergio E. Zarantonello*

Abstract. This note is concerned with N-dimensional rectangular table interpolation,

where N is relatively large (4 to 10). Two interpolants are considered: a piecewise mul-

tilinear generalization of piecewise bilinear interpolation on rectangles, and a piecewise

linear generalization of piecewise linear interpolation on triangles. We show that the two

interpolants have similar approximation properties, but the piecewise linear interpolant

is much cheaper to evaluate.

1. Introduction. This note is concerned with JV-dimensional rectangular table

interpolation, where N is relatively large (4 to 10). Two interpolants are consid-

ered: a piecewise multilinear generalization of piecewise bilinear interpolation on

rectangles, and a piecewise linear generalization of piecewise linear interpolation on

triangles. Both interpolants are second-order accurate, continuous, and monotone,

and the gradients of both interpolants can be evaluated with minor additional ef-

fort. However, the piecewise linear interpolant is much cheaper to evaluate than

the piecewise multilinear interpolant: For the piecewise linear interpolant the dom-

inant computational task is to sort N numbers, and for the piecewise multilinear

interpolant the dominant computational task is to perform 2^ multiplies.

Table interpolation in JV dimensions, N > 3, can be useful in situations where

the alternative is to solve many more TV-dimensional linear or nonlinear systems

of equations than there are entries in the table. However, the storage required by

strictly rectangular tables grows quickly with N: A typical table in practice might

have ten entries in two or three crucial dimensions, and two or three entries in the

other dimensions.

The two-dimensional versions of both interpolants to be considered are discussed

in standard numerical analysis texts, e.g. [3]. The piecewise multilinear interpolant

is a straightforward extension of piecewise bilinear interpolation on rectangles. The

piecewise linear interpolant is essentially first-degree multivariate B-spline interpo-

lation [4], [6] on the Kuhn triangulation of the unit JV-cube, e.g. [1], [7]: These

are standard tools in multivariate approximation theory and simplex methods for

finding fixed points and solutions to nonlinear equations. Vectorization and paral-

lelization issues related to these interpolants are complex, and will not be discussed

here. See [5] for a discussion of some of these issues when N = 1 and N = 2.
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An ^-dimensional rectangular table interpolant is an approximation

F(ii,... ,xn) to a function /(ii,... , zat) which is computed from table values

of/

{f(Xil,XÍ2,...,XÍN): ii = l,...,ni,...,¿/v = l,...,nN}.

The gradient of the interpolant is

™<*>.«>-c-.-.fr--(£.&)'■

Both interpolants to be considered first find appropriate table intervals

(-X/, ,-X/i+i))- ••, (XiN,XiN+i)

such that

■X-/, < ii < X/,+1,... jX/jv < xn < -X/„.

This can be done, for example, by the subroutine INTERV [2]. Scaling each interval

to (0,1) reduces the problem to that of finding an interpolant G(y\,..., j/at) which

approximates g(y\,.. ■, y/v) in the unit A^-cube

Í) = {(yi,..., yN) : 0 < yx < 1,..., 0 < yN < 1}

using the table values

{ffO'i, ■ • • ,3n)- 3i = 0 or 1,..., jff = 0 or 1},

where

x — Xr
yi = ^TL-£-    and    g(j\,.. .,jN) = f{XI¡+n,... ,X¡N+JN).

The two interpolants will now be described.

2. A Piecewise Multilinear Interpolant. The piecewise multilinear inter-

polant F\í can be computed recursively:

Fm =G(yi,...,yN)

= G(yi,...,yN-i,0) + yNGVN(yi,...,yN)

where

GVN {yu...,yN) = G(yu. ..,yN-Ul)- G(j/,,..., j/jv-i, 0).

In general,

G(yi,...,yi,ji+i,...,JN)

= G{yi,.. .,yi-i,0,ji+i,... ,jN) + y,Gy'(yi,.. .,yt,ji+i,.. .,jN),

where

Gy'(yi,...,yi,jt+i,...,JN)

= G(yi,...,yi-lf 1, ji+i,... ,Jn) - G(yi,...,y¿-i,0, ji+i,... ,jn)

and

G{ji,...,jN) = 9Üi,...Jn).

For example, when N = 3, letting yx = x, y2 = y, and 2/3 = z,

G m = G(x, y, z) = G(x, y, 0) + z(G(x, y, 1) - G(x, y, 0)),
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where

G(x, y, 0) = G(x, 0,0) + y(G(x, 1,0) - G(x, 0,0)),

G(x,y, 1) = G(x,0,1) + y(G(x, 1,1) - G(x,0,1)),

and where

G(x, 0,0) = G(0,0,0) + x(G(l,0,0) - G(0,0,0)),

G(a;, 1,0) = G(0,1,0) + s(G(l, 1,0) -G(0,1,0)),

G(x, 0,1) = G(0,0,1) + x(G(l, 0,1) - G(0,0,1)),

G(x, 1,1) = G(0,1,1) + x(G(l, 1,1) - G(0,1,1)).

The gradient VFm can be built up along with Fm by differentiating the recursion

for FM:

F%=G»<(y1,...,yN)/(XIi+i-XIi),

where for i < N,

Gy' (yi,...,yN) = Gy' (Vl,..., yN-i,0) + yNG™N (yi,...,yN),

with

G™»{yu...,yN) = Gv<(y1,...,yN-i,l)-G»<(y1,...,yN-1,0).

In general, for k < i,

Gy"(yi,...,yi,ji+i,...,JN)

= Gy" (j/i,..., j/i-i,0, ji+1,... JN) + y%Gyky> (2/1,..., 2/t,yi+i,... JN),

where

GVky'(yi,---,yi,3i+i,---,JN)

= Gí,t(2/i,...,2/i-i,l,yt+i,...,Í7v) -Gyt(2/i,...,2/t-i,0,i¿+i,...,yjv).

These quantities can all be assembled in a single array of length 2N, as illustrated

in Figure 1 for iV = 3. The quantities used to compute Gxyz = G(x, y, z) are circled.

FIGURE 1. Construction of G m ,^ G m
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Computations are performed column-by-column, left-to-right, so that differenc-

ing and then Taylor expansion are performed for each successive direction. It takes

2^ — 1 multiplies to compute Fm and 2N+1 — 2 multiplies to compute both Fm

and VFM.

The pointwise error bound for the piecewise multilinear interpolant is straight-

forward [3], [8].

THEOREM 2.1.   For every z = (2/1,..., 2A/v)T in the unit N-cube Q,

\(g-GM)(z)\<zT(e-z)\\g\\/2,

where e = (1,..., l)r and the seminorm \\g\\ is defined by

\d2g(y)\
\9\\ =    sup

t = l,...,7V
y in H

dy2

The bound is sharp for the function g(z) = zT(e - z); in this case Gm{z) = 0.

Using a simple scaling argument, one obtains

THEOREM 2.2.   For every z = (x\,..., Xjv)t within the table limits,

\(f-FM)(z)\<^h2    sup

x

d2f(x)

dx2

where h = maxjj l-Xi+i — X%t\.

3. A Piecewise Linear Interpolant. The piecewise linear interpolant Fl can

be computed by breaking the unit ./V-cube into the N\ simplices [1], [7] of the form

Sp(i),...,p(N) = {(yi,-• • ,y/v): 0 < 2/p(i) < •■• < yp(N) < i}5

where (p(l), p(2),..., p(N)) is a permutation of the integers 1,..., N. The particu-

lar simplex of interest is found by sorting the coefficients 2/1, ■ • •, 2/jv of the evaluation

point. Fl, is of the form

<*0 + Û1Î/1 H-r-a/vJ/AT

in each simplex. The coefficients {a¿} are defined so Fl matches / at the N + 1

corners so,...,sn of the simplex, where s¿ has 1 in positions p(j), j > i, and 0

elsewhere. Fl can be computed as follows:

sort {yi} to determine {p{i)}

so = (l,...,l)r

Fl := ff(ao)

for i = 1 to N

Si = Si —1 — Cp(t)

FL ■= FL + {1- yP(r)){g(si) - g(8i-i))

next i,

where ep(¿) has a 1 in position p(i) and 0 everywhere else. For example, Figure 2

indicates the case N = 3, 0<y<z<x<l.

The gradient VF¿ can also be evaluated cheaply:

for i = 1 to N

JpXP(i)   _
g{si-i) -g{si)

xhi»+1 _X/p(.)

next i.
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S3 = (0, 0, 0)

FIGURE 2. S23i

A pointwise error bound for Fl — Gl is as follows:

THEOREM 3.1.   For every z = (2/1,. •., 2/w)r in the unit N-cube fi,

\(g-GL)(z)\<zT(e-z)\\\g\\\/2,

where e = (1,..., 1)T and the seminorm \\\g\\\ is defined by

\\\g\\\ =  sup  \D2eg(y)\,
6T$=1
y in fl

where D$g(y) is the directional derivative

g(y + he) - g(y)
Deg{y) = lim

h—*0

Proof. In barycentric coordinates,

h

N

z = ^2ctst,
t=0

where 0 < c¿ < 1 for all t and ^¿=oc' = 1- By Taylor's theorem, for each i,

g{8i) = g(z) + (Vg(z))T(Sl - z) + (st - z)T(Sl - z)D2g(fl)/2

for some £t on the line segment between s¿ and z, and

0 = (8Í-Z)l((8i-Z)T(SÍ-Z))1'2.
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Then
N N N

GL{z) = Yl ci9{si) = J2 Cig(z) + Y^(Vg(z))TCi{st - z)
i=0 t=0 . t=0

N

+ J2ciDe9(^)(st-z)T(st-z)/2
¿=o

N

= g(z) +J2clD2eg(^)(sl - z)T(Si - z)/2.
i=0

Therefore,
AT

1(9 - GL)(z)\ < £>(* - z)T(st - z)\\\g\\\/2.
i=0

By symmetry, it now suffices to consider the simplex

Si,...,at = {(yi,---itfiv): 0 < 2/1 < •• <Vn = 1}-

It can be verified by induction that in this simplex,

CO = VN,      Ci = 2/iV-i - 2/JV-i+l;      c/v = 1 - 2/1

and

(so - z)T(s0 - z) = (1 - 2/i)2 + • • • + (1 - 2//v)2,

(si - z)T{st - z) = (1 - 2/i)2 + • • • + (1 - yN-i)2 + y2N-i+1 + ■ ■ ■ + y%,

(sN - z)T(sN -z) = y2+-- + y%,

for 0 < i < N. Cancelling terms,

N

^Ci(s¿ - z)t(sí- z) = zT(e- z).    D

t=0

The bound is sharp for the function g(z) = zT(e — z); in this case Gl(z) = 0.

This theorem could also have been proved using direct induction in the original

coordinates: The resulting f?'s would only occur in directions parallel to simplex

edges.

As before, by a scaling argument, one has

THEOREM 3.2.   For every z = (xi,... ,x/v)T within the table limits,

\(f-FL)(z)\<^h2 sup  \D2f(x)\.
8     eTe=i

X

4. Discussion. We tested the relative computer times to evaluate FM and Fl

on an IBM 3081 computer using single precision and a simple bubble sort for FL.

In this environment, floating-point multiplies and compares took about the same

time. We found that once the intervals of interest had been selected, evaluating

Fm took about twice the time as Fl for N = 4, and about 27 times the time for

iV = 10.

Except for the norms on g, the pointwise error bounds for the two interpolants

are identical, and the two interpolants are usually of comparable accuracy. Both

interpolants are continuous and monotone.   Fl is continuous because the points
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s2

FIGURE 3. FL{zL) ¿ FL(zR)

{so} are chosen in a consistent way. Global continuity of Fl would not hold if the

point so m each iV-cube was chosen independent of orientation (Figure 3).

Each evaluation of Fl depends on N + 1 table entries, while each evaluation of

Fm depends on 2N table entries. Thus, using Fl can require many fewer function

evaluations if table entries are only computed when needed. Since VFl is constant

in each simplex, Newton's method applied to a vector function with components of

the form of Fl converges in one step after the simplex containing the solution is

reached (cf. [1]).

• :S„

FIGURE 4a Figure 4b

Fl has a systematic preference in each A^-cube for the direction from s^ to so

(Figure 4a). For instance, the value at the center of the jV-cube depends only on

the table values at so and sn- A variant that reduces the directional preference and

maintains global continuity chooses so = (¿(1), • • .,i(N)), where each i(j) is chosen

so that the global index Ij + i(j) is even (Figure 4b). The resulting interpolant, in

effect, changes coordinates from 2/7 to 1 - y7- whenever i(j) = 0.
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